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FIRST LECTU RE-SPIR IT-R A PPIN G & GHOST SEEING
Before entering on the special subject of
my lecture, I beg to make one or tw o exlanations of a personal nature.
It may
e asked : W hy come forward now to lec
ture, after remaining silent so long, when
a public challenge was given to discuss
the subject publicly ? In answer, I have to
state that, while admitting public discus
sion may, under certain circumstances, be
valuable, it is in most cases eminently un
satisfactory.
The course of argument and
illustration is abruptly interrupted, and the
attention of the audience is apt to bo dis
tracted from the main points by lively re
partee, and jokes and witticisms.
Such
sallies often carry more weight with a mixed
popular audience than solid reasoning, and
there is a strong temptation presented to the
disputants to frame their speeches so as to
gain the applause of the audience at the
moment rather than to inform and con
vince their understanding.
Before a select
audience, trained to weigh the force of
logical arguments, this would not be the case,
but such would scarcely be looked for in a
popular audience that might assemble to
hear a debate on this subject.
Moreover, I
frankly confess that I expected the general
interest in Spiritualism, which appeared eight
or ten months ago, arvl which seemed to have
nearly passed away, would notnowbe revived,
a t least beyond the natural curiosity to see
and hear a«»y new comers of great preten
sions, particularly when nothing new was
advanced in support of Spiritualism or the
doctrines which are usually associated with
it.
1 have been given to understand, how
ever, that a number of individuals in this
city havo recently been led to attach groat
importance to Spiritualism, and especially to
tho doctrines of a strongly negative charac
ter generally connected with it, such as the
denial of the Trinity, of the Divinity of
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Christ, of original sin, and of the existence
of the Devil and of Hell.
1 have come for
ward therefore with the view of assisting, if
possible, any who may be in perplexity or
darkness in respect to this subject, and have
adopted this mode of reaching such, as, in
my view, the most suitable, In this I havo
acted simply on my own responsibility,
and I would wish it to be under
stood by all that none of my respected
brethren in the ministry are in any degree
parties to my action. Some of them, I belive, may not approve of this step ; and I
would not presume to censure any of them
for holding a different opinion, or following a
different course. I am sure of this, that
whatever appeared to them to be duty they
would boldly and readily follow out. I may
state that the subject of Spiritualism has not
engaged my attention now for the first time,
as I have writen articles upon it in the Press
at home as far back as seventeen years ago.
At the same time, I do not put myself for*
ward as professing to offer a complete expla
nation of all the phenomena which have been
presented in the name of Spiritualism The
evidence as to the existence of the alleged
phenomena has in many cases not been fur
nished, and the state of scientific enquiry Jon
all these points has not yet been so far ad
vanced as to warrant mo in professing m y
self able to furnish a complete solu
tion of them.
The real subject, how 
ever, which claims our attention is much
m *re limited. It is to determine, if pos
sible, what may be accepted as unques
tionable facts established by sufficient evi
dence ; then to consider whether science, as
fairly established, furnishes any adequate
explanation of them, and, if not, whether
the theory of the Spiritualists can be received
as giving the explanation required. This
theory is simply that they are caused by
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spirits ; not, however, spirits of any class, this case, the effects consist largely of prac
but by the soirits of departed human beings tical iokes, militating against the gravity
—ghosts.
T o discover what the facts of and decorum we naturally associate with
Spiritualism are is a task of no little diffi the inhabitants of another world, surely this
culty. In trying to search them out one is should be a very strong presumption that
strongly reminded of the saying, “There is the inhabitants of another world had nothing
nothing so deceitful as figures except facts,” whatever to do with them, and that the
and of the other—no less true— “There are practical jokers might be found among those
more false facts than false theories in the who had such a propensity, and the oppor
world.” N o doubt the well-known story of tunity for carrying it into practice in dark
the problem submitted to the Royal Society ened rooms. But he reaches the same con
o f London may occur to your minds. King clusion by another process of reasoning,
Charles sent to enquire how it came to pass equally fallacious.
He says :— “They
that when a live fish was put into a globe of (the American Spiritualists) court contro
water the weight was not increased by the versy, and exhibit a honhommic under the
w eight of the fish. Many learned and pro vituperation of opponents, which proves to
found theories were readily started to explain me they arc conscious of standing on a
this. A t length one philosopher, evidently ' solid foundation of facts, and can afford to
strong in common sense, proposed, amid look down with something like a feeling of
loud cries for his presumption and disloyalty amusement on the efforts made by these
in calling in question the king’
s word, that critics to deny those facts, or explain them
the fish itself should be tested b y the scales. away.” T o my mind, the natural inference
The result was that the weight was found to to lie drawn from the conduct of those re
be the same, whether the fish was dead or ferred to would rather be that they hold
alive. It is always the dictate of sound their theory and the doctrines connected
sense first to make sure of the facts, before with it in a very light manner. They
troubling about the explanation. I have often could not attach great importance and so
felt that lecturers on Spiritualism directed lemnity to their so-called faith if they could
far too little attention to these and the derive amusement from sneering and ridi
evidence cn which they rested. A very cule which might be cast upon it. If w e
short and simple method of disposing of this could ascertain that Spiritualists were ready
part of the subject has been followed by the to make themselves martyrs for what they
Rev. Mr W att in a letter recently published. declared to be the truth, and that they
Looking at the character of the alleged phe persisted in their efforts to extend it through
nomena, and observing that they are for the years of self-denying toil, then we might
m ost part of a silly and purposeless cha infer that their conviction of the reality of
racter, he declares this affords a strong pre the phenomena was real and strong. I have
sumption that the phenomena are really the never observed that earnest Christians could
work of some kind of spirits. H e says “it find any amusement in hearing the claims
is a very significant fact to me that the of their divine Saviour ridiculed ; or his
manifestations are sometimes intensely silly. offering himself as a sacrifice for sin sneered
W e are gravely told, when a number are at as of no more efficiency than the offering
m eet at a stance, how the coat has been of the blood of a sheep. Earnest Christiana
whisked off one man instantaneously, could find no amusement in heariug such
and on the gas being turned on, is found blasphemy, and would refuse to countenance
on the back of his neighbour, whose hands, those who were guilty of it. And yet they
strange to say, have been bound behind have often shown how deep and strong were
b is back all the time. Those who know their convictions of the reality of Cnrist’
8
anything about the doings of the spirits must divinity, by the sacrifices they have made in
be aware that they largely consist of practical giving their testimony to this fact. I t is,
jokes of this description, militating against however, but justice to Mr W att to state
the gravity and decorum we naturally asso that although his philosophical Pegasus has
ciate with the inhabitants of another world. carried him through such vagaries, ho de
T h e very grotesqueness and absurdity of clares that the argument which has weighed
the reported marvels ef Spiritualism are, I most in his mind in accepting the Spiritual
confess, to me a proof of their rea lity ; for istic phenomena has been the testimony o f
I cannot help thinking that men and women such men as Judge Edmonds and Robt. Dale
in this nineteenth century, to whom an Owen, The alleged phenomena, however, are
exalted model of supernatural action has far too numerous and multiform, and, in
been presented in the miracles of Jesus many cases, obscure, subtle, and evanescent,
•Christ, would bo ashamed to select the to be received in the mass on the testimony
utterly purposeless and silly displays of of any single witness, however sincere and
power which make up a large proportion of honest he may be. They must be examined
th e Spiritualistic manifestations, if they have in detail, and the evidence presented in
not actually witnessed them.” W ould any support of them must be carefully scruti
other person derive such an inference ? I)o nised. This has to a certain extent been
w e not infer the nature of causes from the j done by the Dialectical Society of Jxmdon.
nature of effects ? And if, as he admits in | Members of that Society devoted months o f
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-enquiry and patient attending of stances to off a narrow shirt and a piece of cloth which
find out the facta. A report stating the re he wore upon his breast.
In the case ofc
sults was published.
It should be men some individuals this electric power attains
tioned, however, that this was not sanctioned a much higher force. I quote the following
by the Society as a whole, but only by a examples which are well authenticated.
la
minority, yet it might be fairly taken as the summer of 1839 two Greek girls came
presenting, so far as it goes, evidence that j from Smyrna to Frauce, and began to exhi
may be accepted. The framers of the re bit* their powers for a livelihood. On plac
port declared to be established as true— 1. ■ing themselves at opposite ends of a large
“That sounds of a very varied character, | table, a cracking sound was emitted, like
apparently proceeding from articles of furni- ; that of the electric fluid passing over gilt
ture, the Hoor and walls of the room— paper. The table thereafter began to shake,
the vibrations accompanying such sounds and gradually moved away from the elder
are often distinctly perceptible to the ' to the younger. But when chid in *ilk, or if
touch--occur without being produced by the -atnut*]there chanced to he humid, they
muscular action or mechanical contrivance. had no power to act either on the tabic c *
Speaking of a French me
2. That movements of heavy bodies take on each other.
dium,
whose
case
was reported to the Paris
place without mechanical contrivance of any
Kind, or adequate exertion'of muscular force Academy of Science in 1840, Arago says :—
by the persons present, and frequently “The principal seat of her power seems to he
without contact or connection with any in her left side. During her paroxysms it is
person. 3. That these sounds and move warmer than her right side, and is affected
ments often occur at the time, and in the with jerks, unusual movements, and a kind,
mauner asked for by persons present, and of trembling which communicates itself to
by means of a simple code of signals anyone that touches the parts so affected.
answer questions, and spell out coherent She presents, moreover, a peculiar seusicommunications. 4. That the answers and Irility to the action of the magnet. On ap
the communications thus obtained are for the proaching its north pole she receives a violent
m ost part of a common-place character, but shock, while its south pole produces no
facts are sometimes correctly given which are effect on her whatever. A sheet of paper, aonly known to one of the persons present. pen, or any* light body is driven away as b y
5. That the circumstances under which the a gust of wind, so soon as she extends her
phenomena take place arc variable, the most lett hand towards it and before she has come
prominent fact being that the presence of near enough to touch it.
The moment the
certain persons seems necessary to their oc table is touched by her hand—or even by a.
currence, and that of others generally ad string which she may he holding—it is over
verse ; but this difference does not appear to thrown. This action produces a strong com
depend on any belief or disbelief concerning motion in her left side, by which she is for
the phenomena. 0. That, nevertheless, the cibly drawn to the table. Should she, while
occurrence of the phenomena is not insured in this condition, attempt to sit down, the
b y the presence or absence of such persons seat is thrown from under her with prodi
respectively.” If, then, we accept these gious force. One day a chest, on which,
conclusions as true, we must consider whe three men were sitting, was moved in this
ther science can explain them, or whether manner ; and on another occasion, a chair
w e must seek their explanation in the ghost held bff tint strong von iron broken in their
theory. There are two elements here which hand*.” When a number of people were
require to be accounted for—the physical seated for a considerable time in a close
rappings and movements of bodies, and the room, it was very natural and probable that
intelligence which is shown in the an electricity should become so accumulated
swers to questions or movements of tables and intensified as to present a sufficient rea
at request. Both, I think, can be amply son for the phenomena declared to have been,
explained, without the help of any ghost. It witnessed by the Dialectical Society, not
«has been scientifically demonstrated that merely on the table with which their hands
the human body is more or less charged are in contact, but likewise on the walls o r
with electricity—a fact which was observed floor of the room. Such effects may be ac
before electricity was studied as a science. counted for, as it has been scientifically de
Cardan relates that the hair of a Carmelite monstrated that electricity is conducted by
monk emitted sparks whenever it was stroked the air as well as by solid bodies. There,
backwards.
From the hair of a young then, is a sufficient cause for the phy
woman mentioned by Faber sparks o f fire sical part of the phenomena, and so far
always fell when it was combed. Cassandra there is no need for a ghost.
But how •»Buri, a Veronese lady, often terrified her plain the manifestation of intelligence? If
xnaid-8ervent8 by brilliant sparks and a the knocking force proceeds from the highly
crackling noise, which were given forth I charged human body or bodies that are prewhenever her body was rubbed or slightly ! sent, it is reasonable to suppose that
touched by a linen cloth, and a bookseller at direction in which it may lie transmitted
Fisa emitted sparks from his back and arms, may be influenced to some extent by the
•
with a crackling noise, whenever he pulled movements of parts of their bodies under th e
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control of their will—not necessarily the | never been heard in the house previous to
movements of their hands, nor y et move- the time thus indicated, but by all who had
m eats of a violent or even noticeable kind, : since occupied it;
It seems to be assumed
and possibly even without such movements— by Mr Owen that none of the neigh
b y the mere influence of will. The effects of bours knew anything of the occurrences
But this, I think, is aelectricity proceeding from the bodies of mentioned.
electrical eels called Gymuotu* eiectricm—in very improbable supposition ;
for Mr
South America, may serve to illustrate this. Owen states that tne daughter of a
H um boldt placed both his feet on a fresh neighbour (Lucretia Pulver by name, 15Gymvotus, and experienced a more violent years of age), was servant at the house at
ahock than he had ever felt from a Leyden the time when the pedlar came with his
jar. When he and another held one of them pack, and that she spoke to him. This young
bet ween them, one holding the head or woman gave her depositions regarding the
shoulders, and the other tho tail, the one : circumstances after the knockings attracted
-tfclt the shock and the other did not, and public attention.
She stated that Mrs Bell
th ey were led to the conclusion that it could told her she was acquainted with the pedlar
direct its electric strokes where it chose, j before. Is it then not a vory probable thing
Further, they found that some Qymnoti which that she would mention his name to the girl Y
th ey kept alive killed some other fishes i Lucretia was sent home that day, as Mrs
which they introduced into the same vessel Bell was going from home, and said she
o f water, without com ing in contact with would not require her services longer. The
them.
The force with which this can be pedlar remained in tho house with Mr Bell,
done was observed by Humboldt in America | but next day he never came, according to
to stun horses which were driven into the expectation, to the house of Lucretia, who
■water when they were swimming,.so that the had promised to buy a now dress from him.
horses fell down completely overpowered, i Lucretia was sent for again on Mrs Bell’
s
and were drowned.
Regarding the proba- return 3 days afterwards, and came and rehility of electrical effects proceeding from sided there. Then she heard knockings and
th e human body, influenced to some extent sounds of footsteps about the house at night.
b y the will, I think there is hero a clue to Then sounds as if coming from the cellar. A
th e intelligence displayed by the table knock week after this Lucretia having gone into theings in answer to questions put. That in cellar, was alarmed by sinking in the soft,
telligence, from all the reliable evidence I soil. She asked Mrs Bell what Mr Iiell had
have been able to obtain, is sufficiently ac l>een doing in the cellar. Mrs Bell said that
counted for by the intelligence of one or several it might be rat holes, and her husband was
of those from whom the knocking force pro occupied a few days afterwards taking down
ceeds. Tho evidence of tho Dialectical So earth to till them up. The tenants who suc
ciety docs not advance one step beyond this. ceeded Mr and Mrs Bell, who had evidently
“
T h e answers, the report states, are usually of considered it prudent to leave that part of
a common place character, but sometimes the country, resided in the house a year be
luiown only to one of the persons present. fore they heard knockings, and thereafter
W e must, however, accept of other evidence they had no peaco for them, and shortly
besides theirs. Letustrythen, ifthisexplana afterwards left. H ow are we to account for
tion will apply to the well-known story of “the the knockings after the pedlar’
s visit, heard
ltochester knockings.” Circumstances given ; by Lucretia and Mrs Bell, and then for theby Mrs Harding and by Dale Owen, and absence of them during a year after their sacm any more, need not be questioned.
They ’cessors came to the house, and further, for
are briefly these :—The Fox family, residing the resumption of the knockings at that time?
at Hydesville. were disturbed by knockings ; The most reasonable explanation is that the
about their house. After a time it was found ; knockings, in so far as they were real (al"they would respond to questions, and they 1though no doubt their excited imaginations
gave correct answers about tho names and would exaggerate them, and assign them to
ages of the children when questioned by Mrs - their several localities), proceeded from the
Fox. educations were further put— Are you , excited persons who were terrified and
a man ? are you a spirit ? and, what is your haunted by tho strong suspicion of foul
name? and so on.
Gradually, and after murder having been committed. The abm any questionings, and that by different sence of the knockings for a year after their
people and on different occasions, a ton- successors entered was probably due to their
uected story was made out from the answers ignorance of this dark deed. But as they bad
that this was the ghost of a pedlar named become better acquainted with their neighOharies B. Rosma, who had slept in the , hours the secret had evidently been drawnhouse four or live years before on a Tuesday out from Lucretia, and the natural result
night, and had been murdered at 12 o ’
clock followed. They became terrifiel, and through
b y John C*. Bell, a blacksmith, who occupied their excited state knockings were produced,
it, and was that night in the house alone. 1which
v‘
’ w would be exaggerated
. »•*
no doubt
in «the
I t was further stated that tho body was stillness of night. They did not bear this
buried in the cellar 10 feet deep. It appears long, but sought another dwelling where they
from the evidence that the knockings had would find peace. The Fox family next took

on, and the story of the previous lay before llis Highness nineteen good and
loc dings, and the suspicion of the dark sufficient reasons in vindication of his con
deed associated with them, could hardly fail duct.
His master, however, was wisely sa
t o be speedily known by the now tenants; tisfied when he hoard the first—that he had
T h e usual results followed, and most pro no powder. It is surprising that Mr Owen
bably in an intensified degree.
From Mr (the narrator of the story) did not clearly
Owen’
s account, the Fox family wore here see that the responses came in accordance
ditarily gifted, or, as I should rather say, wite the miuds of the questioners ; for in th e
afflicted, with what was called second-sight, very same chapter in which he describes th is
and such excitable natures as theirs would case, he mentioned 'that a report was circu
manifest the full effects of such a history as lated that a pedlar who had suddenly disappertained to their new dwelling.
But Mr peared, was murdered.
This report waar
Owen brings forward what ne no doubt proved to be utterly false.
Y et before the
thinks clear proof that the neighbours never truth was found out by the return o f the
did entertain such suspicions of the pedlars ! pedlar, specific information had been obmurder. H e says that Mr Bell, hearing of taiued by means of raps that the ped
th e reports that were spread, came to the lar’
s dead body would be found at w
district and obtained signatures from persons particular point of a canal. In all cases that
^residing there to the number of 44, stating have been adduced, it would be found that
that they never knew anything against his where there were any means of obtaining fnU.
character, and that when he lived among particulars regarding them, the rapping table,
them, they thought him, and still think like Dame Waddell’
s teapot, would only give
him, a man of honest and upright character out what had been put in. T o give a correct
incapable of committing crime. Now what .judgment, however, of what may bo in th e
does this prove ? It is intended to estab mind of any questioner, is no easy matter,
lish the fact that none of the neighbours and on this point there is great misap
bad ever heard a rumour or entertained a prehension.
The amount of knowledge
suspicion that this Mr Bell had committed which the mind possessed, many supposed,
murder on the pedlar. He does not tell us was ju st what they were able to recall at the
if Lucretia signed, or if the successors of Mr moment, yet on reflection everyone must b e
Bell in the house signed it, or if the Fox | convinced that his knowledge was far m ore
family signed it. Most probably some of them extensive ; and it was a well-established fact
did. Asforothers, who at the very worstcould that every thought or expression which the
only know of a dark suspicion attaching to mind had ever received was retained by it,
the unfortunate pedlar’
s visit, very little and might be recalled.
Only a very small
w eigh t can be attached to their signing such part is reproduced under ordinary circuma vague testimonial if they thought it would stances, but in times of special excitement,
be o f any service. As an evidence of M r, or concentration of thought, the hidden
Bell’
s innocence, it strongly reminds oue of stores of memory arc brought forth in such
th e plea set up by an Irishman. When two abundance, and so distinctly, that the per
witnesses swore they saw him steal a horse, son is amazed. Dr Abercrombie tells of &
he said he could bring fifty who didn't see naval officer who was submerged for a few
him do so, and who would swear it. It is of moments in the water, and was rescued,
little importance to us in the present case and that during this brief time he declared he
whether Mr Bell was innocent or guilty. It had seen the whole events of his life pass
is sufficient to shew there is strong evidence vividly before his mind.
Another instance
for believing that a rumour of such guilt had ho gives as follows :— “A lady in the last
reached the ears of Bell’
s successors after stage of chronic disease was taken from Lonthey had lived in tho house a year, and also don to a lodging in the country. H er infant
hadjeome to tho knowledge of the Fox family. ! daughter was taken to see her, and shortly
The wholo connected story, as we stated it, afterwards the lady died.
Tho child grew
was given gradually at separate times, and up, without any recollection of her mother,
no doubt corresponded to the various be- to mature age.
She happened to be taken
liefs which were entertained by tho ques into the room where her mother died with- *
tioners. Mrs Harding says, evidence of the ; out being told anything about it.
She
crime was discovered in the cellar, when it started on entering it, and when the friend.
was dug into. Mr Owen does not seem clear who was with her enquired the reason, she
about this. T o us, however, it is of no con replied, “I have a distinct impression oC
sequence. The evidence regarding I.ucretia, having been in this room before, and that a.
who lived in the neighbourhood apparently lady who lay in that corner, and seemed,
during tho whole time, affords sufficient rea- very ill, leaned over mo and wept.” These
rp‘
-—
son to (relieve that the suspicion of the murder ; examples will show how memory retains
was connected with the bouse. W here then, I many things which may slumber for years,
ask, is there any room or need for a ghost? One and suddenly be revived through even the
adequate reason will satisfy every philoso* slightest circumstance connected with what
phical mind. The Dutch Burgomaster, who was forgotten.
Sometimes also what has
om itted to receive his royal master with the thus suddenly started into consciousness as
customary salute of cannon, was prepared to suddenly disappears, so that we arc at a loss
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t o know why it arose in the mind at all—
until perhaps by careful searching we dis
cover that it is correct.
Of the reality of
th is every one who attends much to the work
ing of his own mind will have frequent proof.
T h e reproduction of thoughts in tho mind
takes place, according to what philosophers
call the laws of association.
isothing in
n em o ry will start up into consciousness
■without being influenced by some thing else
■which connects it with our present thought.
The intermediate thoughts, however,- by
which it is held in association with that
presently before us, may not rise into con
sciousness, although they have been opera
tive, and have led to tho starting up o f
som e long forgotten thought. This furnishes
aw illustration of one peculiarity of the mind’
s
working, which has been designated by the
term Lntntl Mi-nfnl Min/irint(intis, or more
•recently by Dr Carpenter’
s Cnconxciou*
Crrrlrrntbm.
It will serve to explain such a case as the
tallow ing given by Owen, which he entitles
“Sister Elizabeth.” Dr H. Saw an appari
tion while attending Dr Bellow’
s Church in
New York of three female figures. One
appeared as his wife, the other as his mother;
the third, a young girl between them, he did
not recognise, lie had a sister Anne, who
had died 3tl years before, but lie settled that
t h e young girl did not resemble her. .Next
da> he called on one of the Foxes. He wrote
on t ix number of female names. Anne was
passed by, and the table rapped out the
■name of Elizabeth, his sister,
lie de
clared he never had a sister Elizalieth.
l i e asked if the figure he saw was
his sister Elizabeth, and the raps at once
answered yes. lie afterwards consulted the
fam ily register, and found that a sister
named E izabetl; had died a few weeks aft*r
birth. This had happened during a five
years’ alwence from home, and on being
questioned, D r H. thought it likely that
his father would mention the circumstance
iu one of his letters at the time, hut
he had forgotten it. This had been most
probably suddenly recalled to his mind at
the moment when he was intently seeking
information—possibly with so much dim
ness ami uncertainty, that ho had been un
able to assure himself of its correctness until
the family register revealed what had been
long ago made known to biin. The answer
1 regard as simply a response influenced by
his own will, although he had a feeling of
doubt as to its correctness, lie had already
settled that the figure iu question could not
be his sister Elizabeth.
Being between his
m other and wife, he would most probably
think that she must be another sister,
although lie forgot that there really was
another.
The name had no doubt flashed
u p suddenly yet dimly, when expecting the
response.
The vastness of the storehouse of
memory in every soul is far beyond our con
ceptions, and as wonderful is the subtlety

and apparent caprice which characterise
the mode in which it yields up its treasures.
It is in sleep, in the somuambulic
state, and in various abnormal conditions,
that tho extraordinary [lowers of the me
mory aro most vividly displayed. Instances
of this I cannot here take time to present,
but they go far to prove that all we have
once known is ever retained, and may be
at any moment recalled, and probably no
circumstances are more favourable for re
calling what has been long forgotten than
when a susceptible person, eagerly expect
ant, is making enquiries about it at his
wooden oracle. I t may, perhaps, be asked
by some, Have you not admitted the reality
of ghosts iu the last-mentioned instance, in
which DrH. saw distinctly three figures, which
he recognised as those of his departed re
latives? Nothing, surely, can be stronger
evidence than seeing them.
If seeing is
believing, then, surely, nobody can deny.
This leads me to the subject of spectral
illusions or apparitions which in all ages
have bc<n seen, and have miuistered most
powerfully to the lovo of the marvellous.
Mr Owen admits—and ! agree with him,
—that some of the spectral illusions are
truly accounted for on well-understood opti
cal principles. For example, the visitor to
the top of the Brocken, which is the prin
cipal summit of the Hartz Mountains, in
the North of (iermany, may see about sun
rise, when the atmospheric conditions are
favourable, the appearance of a giant in the
clouds perhaps five or six hundred feet inheight. Not, however, equal to the concep
tion of the great Highland giant, l»og
Magog Mac Finn MacCoull, whose mouth
was 11 miles wide, his teeth 10 miles square.
Ho would upon his toes upstam!,
.And take the stars down in his hand.
And set them in a gold garland,
T o deck his wide's hair.

This wonderful spectre, which I was not for
tunate enough to sec when I was there, is
simply explained when it is known to lie
merely the shadow of the traveller standing
in light clouds with the sun shining brightly
upon him, which is reflected from the distant
clouds, and of course magnified to enormous
proportions. .Similar principles explain the
Fata Morgana of the Mediterranean, the mi
rage of the.Desert, and occasional figures of
ships or cities, or other distant objects, som e
times seen in the clouds. These are illusion^
considered as to the reality of what is repre
sented, but not illusions as to the objective
reality of the bnmjrs or reflections them
selves. W ith regard to illusions as to images
which have no outward existence, but which
simply exist in the imagination of the be
holder, lie is inclined to deny that there are
such, unless in the case of persons labouring
under disease or persistent hallucinations
bordering on insanity. He lays down some
thing like a principle to distinguish those
hallucinations which he will admit to be
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such from what he regards as being in no \ satisfactorily meetthecase; but which was the
sense an illusion or hallucination, but the' correct one we have not sufficient evidence to
veritable appearance of a real ghost. He prove. T o prove that it was a case of mistaken
says there is no authentic instance of hallu- ' identity we should require either to produce
cination in which several witnesses agreed tho man who passed along at the time and
about it, and that an illusion or hallucina place, and show that the resemblance to the
tion only deceives the one unhappy indi Mr Thomson named was sufficiently close to
vidual who is the subject of it. Jsow, if he account for the impression of the two ladies.
and his admirers would adhere to this prin- If, on the other hand, we had proof that no
ciple I think it would cut away the ground man in the least resembling him passed that
from the vast majority of the reputed ghosts : way at the time, I should have no hesitation
withwhich we are favoured. And certainly it in declaring it a case of spectral illusion,
would leave not even the space of a needle’
s which can be adequately accounted for by
point for I)r H.'s three ghosts to stand upon the iujinmet o f the imuffhiutitiit.
This ex
in Dr Bellow’
s church. I may safely say planation will probably be regarded by some
that no one else saw them but himself. In of you as a mere vague and unsatisfactory
most cases this distinction will be practically •reason, resorted to to get rid of a difficulty—
correct. Y et it is by no means followed out a reason which has no solid, or at least no
by Mr Owen, nor by thoso who put so much . scientific basis on which to rest.
I think,
faith in his narratives. In fact, one of his however, 1 shall show you sufficient reason
own stories supplies a very strong illustra- from facts well-established by science, and
tion that tho principle is not correct. H e many of them quite familiar to your own ex*
tells of two ladies, mother and daughter, perience, that may lead you to attacli more
walking in broad daylight, who observed a j importance to it than is frequently done. It
figure moving towards them. One said to : is clearly and incoutrovertibly established
the other, “There’
s Mr Thomson.” They that all the organs of sense are also the
both looked, and recognised the person organs of imagination— that they may Ixj
named. When they came home they men- under its control, and exercise their several
tioned to the husband, who was a medical functions under its influence. On this j>oiut
man, that they had ju st seen Mr Thomson, hear what Sir David Brewster says—who, I
He replied “That is impossible, for he has have oliscrved, has been claimed by
been ill in bed all day, and I have just been Spiritists as one of their supporters.
He
visiting him.” An ordinary reasoner would remarks that “when the eye is not exposed
conclude that here was tho clearest evi- to the impressions of external objects, or when
donee of one of tw o things.
Either it is insensible to these objects in consea remarkable case of mistaken identity, qucnco of being engrossed with its own
or a decided example of spectral illusion. ! operations, any object of mental contemplaThc sharp eyes of the ladies seeing close . tion which has either been called up by the
at hand in the daylight a well-known friend, j memory or created by the imagination will
so that they were both certain of his iden- i
w n ag ilixfimllii ox i f it hod /teen form ed
tity, militate against the former alternative; from the vision o f a real oltjn-t. In examinand Mr Owen’
s acute mind probably never ing these mental impressions, lie adds, I
entertained such a thought.
The other have found that they follow the motions of
alternative, however, appears to him no less j the eyeball, exactly like the spectral iu»i resobjeetionablc. It is clear it was not the man sions of luminous objects, and that they re
h im self; and I think it must be equally semble them also in their apparent immo
clear to every one that it could not be his bility when the eyeball is displaced by an
;host, for he was still in the body, although internal force. If this result shall be found
le was in bed.
Mr Owen, however, man generally true by others, it will follow that
fully stieks to bis ghost theory.
In fact, j the objects of mental contemplation mat/ hr
his capacity for the marvellous seems to be *«
**■
#!a* ili*/ikcthf a* external oA/V/x, aud will
only equalled by the unfortunate party who occupy the *a,n- local f*oxifa,o /** ///»
•*•.•!* o f
had been living for a tim e at tho Cape, and risam as if they had been formed by the
long afterwards, complained of persistent agency of light.” The truth of this, I think,
pains in his stomach, which he accounted everyone will understand, and admit in ro
tor by saying he had swallowed a Caffrc, and gard to the state of
/>, You have the
could not get rid of him.
Mr Owen lias impression of visible objects as distinctly as
swallowed the ghost theory, and although in the waking state. Moreover, you see them
his mental stomach is often put to straits to always in such position with regard to yourdigest it, lie refuses to part with it under I selves as you would do if you wore awake,
any circumstances.
The spectre of a living and in their presence. You never dream that
man therefore seen by two ladies he persist* J you see objects behind you, or in any posiin declaring to have been his ghost, and be j tion relative to yourselves on which it would
explains its presence by supposing that the be impossible for your eyes to see them, if it
man had fallen asleep or gone into a trance, j were a reality instead of a dream. I have no
and that his ghost had gone out for an airing, doubt that the eyes really adjust themselves to
One or other of the alternatives named is •the positions of the various objects which
the only explanation which can to my mind ; imagination has presented to the mind. A fur-
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ther proof in support of this view is derived I could not recall any attendant circum
from the fact that those who have been stances to afford a clue. There was nothing
born blind or deprived of sight in infancy inconsistent or unlikely in the thing it
are unable to imagine such objects as re self, nor anything extraordinary in my for
quire sight to perceive them in reality. So getting the circumstances. I felt quito un
it is with all the other organs of senso. certain, and only after going to the house at
The hearing is as much under the control of the time, arrived at the conclusion that the
the imagination as the sight, and those who impression had been received in a dream.
have been lx>rn deaf are unable to imagine What happened to this very limited extent
or dream about sounds ; or, if they do, they has occurred in another case quoted by
will represent them to their minds under Hamilton, to an extent which, if it were
the form of objects that are cognizable by at all common, would turn the world upside
the other sensos—representing, perhaps, a down. *A young man had a cataleptic
loud sound under the form o f a great cloud, attack, in consequence of which a curious
o r a sour apple, or a very solid piece of rock. effect was wrought upon his mental consti
The muscle* o f expression, as is well known, tution.
Every night, about six minutes
after
falling
asleep, he began to speak dis
readily obey the impulses of imagination,
so that the mother who is watching her tinctly, and always of the same subject,
child, and sees at times the beaming smile and he continued from night to night to act
light up its countenance, says very truly the same part. On awaking he had no re
He
her babe is dreaming.
So the oryan* o f collection of his dreaming thoughts.
speech are frequently found obedient to the played a double part in his existence. By
imagination during sleep, and have some day he was a poor apprentice, by night he
tim es revealed the secret of the murderer : was a wealthy senator, the father of a family,
when he little knew of it.
And various and in prosperous circumstances. If during
members of the body of some individuals sleep anything concerning his true state were
show, on many occasions—sometimes to the said to him, he declared it was unreal and a
This may show that it is not
loss and damage of their bedfellows—that dream.'
they are ready at the call of imagina- ! always so easy for us to distinguish between
tion to follow Hamlet’
s advice to the I what is presented by the imagination,
Im 
players, and ‘suit the word to the ac and what by outward realities.
tion and the action to the word.* But ! pressions mad6 in dreams frequently con
it will be said all this may be true in j tinue after awaking. Probably you can all
regard to sleep, but it is quite different when remember that when you have had a vivid
a person is awake. Then he can distinguish i dream, and have been suddeuly awakened,
at once between any impression or influence j you remain for a time under the full belief
of his imagination and an equally strong im- j that the dream was a reality, and only
pressiou or influence from something which ; gradually persuade yourself that it was
is a reality. This is not in all cases so easy not. I t is the fact that the imagination
as you think. The reason why we can in 1can and does influence the various organs
m ost cases distinguish between what is an j of sense during our waking hours, as well
Ncibuhr, the celebrated
impression of the imagination and what is a as during sleep.
reality, is that the impressions of the imagi Danish traveller, when old and blind,
nation are usually inconsistent with, and said that * as he lay in bed all visible ob 
contradicted by, the whole circumstances jects strut about ; the pictures of what he
around us. W e have on the one side a single had seen in the East continually floated be
impression derived from the imagination, and fore his mind's eye, so that it was no won
on the other a vast number of impressions all der he could speak of them as if he had seen
consistent with each other, and all opposed them yesterday.’ Many eminent composers
to this single impression derived from the of music first compose their whole piece in
imagination, and so we readily distinguish their minds and perform it in their imagi
between the one and the other. But when nation, and are able to hear the whole har
the impression furnished by the imagination | mony of tho music as distinctly as if it were
The sense of
is not inconsisluit with our surroundings— i ]>crformed by an orchestra.
s
which sometimes, although rarely, happens— | smell, too, is also subject to the imagination’
influence.
A
lawyer
once
accompanied
a
then we may be left in uncertainty. I re- i
member a case of this which, although trivial doctor to a post mortem examination of a
in itself, furnishes a clear illustration. One child who had been murdered. They saw
day I suddenly called to remembrance an the coffin when they entered, and very
impression that I had made an engagement speedily the gentleman of the long robe
to meet a friend on a particular evening at said the body was too far gone ; he felt
his house. On trying to recall the circum tho smell overpowering, and he must at
The doctor’
s well-seasoned
stances connected with making the appoint once retire.
ment, I could not do it. Tho impression nose, however, did not perceive tho
On opening the coffin it was
was then distinct enough, but all the odour.
attendant circumstances had gone from found to be empty, and there was no
me.
I considered with myself, could assignable cause for tho strong impression
this be an impression received in a dream ? on the olfactory nerves of the lawyer, but his

y
own excited imagination.
The sense of
touch is also subject in a remarkable degree
to the magic spell of imagination. There
are, however, illusions to which it is subject
that may be accounted for onstriotly physiolo
gical principles which physicians well under
stand. If you were visiting a friend whose
leg had been amputated a week before, and
in the course of your conversation on other
topics, you casually ask him how he felt his
leg ; you must be startled by hearing him
reply that he was much annoyed by a con
stant pain in his big toe. You must startat
this, knowing probably that his amputated
limb was already buried, or receiving special
attention in the dissecting room ; and yet
his sensations must be easily accounted for
on well-known physiological principles.
Hut where there is no such physiological
reason, innumerable instances occur daily of
false perceptions of touch, which can only be
explained by the influence of imagination.
W ithout referring to such extraordinary
cases as those in wdiich a person believes that
his head is turned the wrong w ay and dresses
himself accordingly, or where he is convinced
that some important part of his person is
made of glass, which necessitates on his part
very extraordinary caution, and fills him
with many groundless fears - the sensations
of touch, and especially in all parts of
the body— except the points of the
fingers, and the tip of the tongue, are
in very many cases utterly deceptive.”
Keeping in view those well established prin
ciples that show the influence of the imagi
nation to be much more powerful than was
generally understood, we might fiud in them a
sufficient explanation of the great mass of
cases in which it is alleged ghosts had been
seen. When the imagination was strongly
oxcited or very susceptible, it might
cause one to see, even in the daylight,
objects of its own creation.
The sim
ple reason why they did not usually see
such so vividly during their waking hours
was that the attention was generally dis
tracted by impressions from external objects.
If, however, they should sit down in a
darkened room, in perfect silence, and with
the strong desire and expectation of seeing
a ghost, it would not be at all surprising if
they should, like so many Spiritists, succeed
1 have already said that Owen mentions a
test for distinguishing between an illusion
and a reality, namely—that the reality may
be seen by any who aro present, while the
illusion cauuot. If he adopted this principle,
he should cast aside as unreliable all the
cases of all ged ghosts seen only by one
person. But, probably from what he may
allege to be corroborative evidence, he ac
cepts visions, though seen only by one, as
being actual ghosts. Now there is sufficient
evidence to prove that the mere fact of two
or more spectators receiving the same im
pression at the same time, is not proof that
the thing seen is an outward reality. Owen

gives the case of the two girls being seen by
the rest of the family clearly and distinctly
at a little distance from their bouse. The
father went towards them to see, but before
he reached the place they disappeared. The
family also standing outside the house lost
sight of the figures about the same time.
They found the two girls in the house u p
stairs, alone, and in their usual state of
health. This circumstance might convince
anyone that the figures seen outside could
not be their ghosts. The girls, Owen says,
saw and recognised their own figures as well
as the others. What explanation then, does
lie offor ? H e maintains they were realities,
though ho does not profess to give the full
explanation. H o suggests, however, as a
probable solution, that the purposo was to
forbode the death of both of the girls, which
took place within a year. The purpose of
the figures appearing is not the question of
main importance : W hat were theso outward
realities, as he maintains them to be ? Either
they were ghosts, according to his view, or
they were not. If they were, we have the
extraordinary result of persons who had two
ghosts—one to serve them in the body, and
another for ornam ent; one to be like Punch’
s
useful poker, and the other to remain al
ways polished and bright. Really to overtake
such a roasouer asMrUwen, and bring him to
convictions in accordance with common sense,
seems as hopeless as t*> catch a ghost. To
his mind it is not sufficient to find ghosts for
the dead, but he claims them for tliose who
aro asleep or in a trance, and even for such
as arc lookiug with amazement upon what he
declares to be themselves. Surely if they
believed that this was their own ghost at
which they were so amazed, we might well
say—
Fool, fool 1 look at thy brother.
Why shouldn't one fool look at another.

The explanation of this phenomena, so far as
the evidence supplied affords indication, is a
very simple one. It was a case of optical
illusion arising from the peculiar state of the
atmosphere. It was the month of October,
after a heavy rain, and when the sun was
shining brightly. In such a case there would
most likely be a good deal of vapour rising
from the soil, causing light clouds to form
near the ground. The two girls were in the
upper part of the house, in some part where
the sun shone upon them from the one side of
the house, and from which their shadows
would be thrown out of the opposite
side upon the light vapoury clouds near
the ground.
The reflection of these
shadows would sufficiently explain the
whole phenomena, without either ghost
or foreboding of any kind. There is a story
given by Owen in his “Footfalls ’
* of a
totally different kind, which Spiritists, I
believe, hold to be a most clear and con
vincing demonstration of the correctness of
their theory.
The wife of an officer who
had gone to India saw his spectre one night
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in a faint-like attitude, with his hands
crossed upon his breast. She at once settled
in her miud that iie must have died that
very day, and waited with the utmost
anxiety the arrival of the mail.
Tidings
came that her husband was killed in action
that very day on which she saw the spectre
—the 14th November. The War Office in
timation dated it the 15th November.
A
friend in London mentioned the circum
stance to a lady, who along with her hus
band had got power in seeing apparitions.
She replied, addressing her husband, “That
must be the very person I saw the evening
when we were talking of India, and you
drawing an elephant with a howdah on his
back. Mr Wilkinson (the friend),”she said,
“has described lus exact position and ap
pearance—the uniform of a British soldier ;
his hands pressed across his b rea st; his
form bent forward as if in pain. The figure
appeared ju st behind my husband, and
seemed looking over his left shoulder.”
Through the medium of her husband,
they procured communication from him
— I suppose by table - rapping—and to
the effect that he had been killed
in India by a wound in the breast
—where else would a lady wound a
soldier?
This was found to have taken
place on the very same evening on which the
vision appeared to the officer’
s wife, and it
was afterwards ascertained that the date in
the official intimation first sent from the
W ar Office was wrong, and was afterwards
corrected. A t first sight, all this appears
very remarkable ; but it does not carry such
weight as Mr Owen attaches to it. A s to
the officer’
s wife seeing a spectre of her hus
band at night, this does not by itself appear
very extraordinary.
Probably enough this
had appeared frequently before. But why
did she attach so much importance to its ap
pearance on this night ? M ost probably be
cause she may have had reason to suppose
from his last letter that about that date he
expected to be where the enemy were. A
wife’
s*anxiety will sufficiently explain her
fears for his safety after this. If he had es
caped, we should have heard nothing about
i t ; but the fact of his dying on that day is
held to be a strong evidence that the spectre
was his ghost. The corroboration that is
brought forward from the appearance of a
soldier to another lady does not seem to me to
help it much, as her information is very vague,
beyond the mere fact that she saw the figure
of a soldier on the same evening when they
were talking about India, and evidently with
considerable interest. In all probability,
they may have had some relative, also an
officer, about whoso safety at this particular
tim e they were also much concerned.
If
their friend had received a wound instead of
the other, and the fact had come to the
knowledge of the officer’
s wife already men
tioned, the spectres would have been made very
conveniently to do duty as ghosts for him.

The utter vagueness that characterises these
narrations, and the faint shadow of coinci
dence with which ghost seers are commonly
satisfied, remind one nf the mental idiosyucracics of the child, who is,
By Nature'* kindly law,
Pleased with a rattle—tickled with a straw.

I may mention a story, which I have not
seen in any of the ghost books, but which I
think might afford a much more plausible
instance to illustrate the Spiritist’
s theory.
Although I am stating it from recollection
extending back 19 years, and cannot give the
names and places concerned, still I believe
it is authentic, as I heard it related by the
late Professor Ay toun, of Edinburgh, in his lec
tures. when dealing with evidence. A number
of a ship’
s crew landed on an island to procure
water. On this there was a burning mountain,
which, however, does not seem to have been
at the time in action. W hile engaged in
procuring water, one of them called the
attention of the rest to an extraordinary
spectre on the mountain side at some dis
tance from them, crying, “Oh, there’
s Old
Fogie !”this being tne familiar soubrujuet by
which they designated a marine storekeeper
in the port from which they hailed, with
whom they were all well acquainted. They
all at once recognised the identity of the
person named, and, eager to satisfy their
curiosity, left their water operations and
hurried one after the other to seo what
was the matter. Their astonishment and
horror can be easily described, when
they saw not only Fogie, but a number
of active followers, whom they at once set
down in their minds as demons. Up the
mountain sides the spectres ran, and as
quicklytthe wondering sailors followed. Thoy
continued the pursuit until they observed
Old Fogie with his spectral train had
reached the crater at the top, when down
into its dark depths he quickly dis
appeared, and all tne demons immediately
followed. The whole circumstances were
narrated when they went on board, and
a correct account of them was inserted
in the log book, and signed by all the wit
nesses. When they returned to their own
port, they made known the strange appari
tion they had witnessed at the crater, and
they discovered that Old Fogie had died on
that same day on which they had seen the
spectres.
The surviving relatives of this
respected storekeeper felt much annoyed by
the circulation of such a story regarding him,
believing it to bo a malicious fabrication.
They accordingly brought an action against
the captain of the vessel for circulating the
story. The log book, however, was produced
in C o u rt; the witnesses could also testify to
the accuracy of the facts. Judge and jury
seemed to be confounded, and dismissed the
case as something which no fellow could
understand. This story, Professor Aytoun
(who was a lawyer os well as a poet) said,
was recorded fully in the records of one of
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the County Courts, I think, of England. If
it does not already figure in any of the
Spiritistic books, some Spiritistic lawyer (if
such a person can be discovered out of
America) will perhaps hunt it out. It presents
two important elements, authenticity and a
striking coincidence. There is, however, as far
as I can discover, noproof of a ghost. The most
probable explanation is that it was an op
tical illusion due to the state of the atmos
phere.
The figure of Old Fogie was proDably the reflection of the shadow of the
mate, whose form may have presented some
resemblance to the party named.
The de
mons following were probably the half-naked
sailors hurrying after the mate in wild glee
to see the spectacle. The story was such as
sailors would readily form f*om such ma
terials.
The only circumstance in the least
noticeable is that this happened on the day
old Fogie died, and that seems to me of very
little importance. With respect to ghosts
appearing in dark rooms belonging to pro
fessional mediums, and presenting them
selves before individuals whose faculty
for being imposed upon had already been
tested to the highest degree, little need be
said.
The records of such performances
showed the depth to which persons gifted
with an ordinary share of intellig- nee
m ight allow themselves to sink, while
they cherished the delusion that they
were advancing truth.
A ghost under such
circumstances gives proof of its reality by
carrying a rose, or by appearing in woollen
clothing and inviting his dupe to cut a piece

of it off, and so make sure that it is a g h o s t!
If the etiquette of ghost-hunting allowed it,
such dupes might easily satisfy themselves
that the wearers of woollen clothing, the
bearore of roses, and the owners of soft arms
and bony fingers were ghosts of a very worldly
character. Such should be seized and held
fast till a light could be obtained. The in
tense simplicity of many spiritists appeared
strikingly in Mr Owen’
s recording—as an in
teresting fact in science — that a certain
investigating committee discovered phos
phorus on the tips of the fingers of a pro
fessional medium. This was g'avely noted
with the tacit understanding that the
phosphorus had been deposited there by
natural exudation from the medium. The
more probable explanation of its presence
there would occur to all but blinded spirit
ists—that it was placed in readiness to
produce those illuminated arms and faces,
whicb appeared to have carried conviction
to the minds of many. I t was not necessary
that he should be able to explain in detail
how every varied effect was produced in
dark rooms for the satisfaction of confirmed
spiritists. This much was patent to all,
namely, that the whole appearance and
surroundings of ghost mediums in their dark
rooms were such as were most favourable to
any kind of imposture they chose to prac
tise. Their childish performances were only
relieved from utter insignificance by the dark
suspicion, which they naturally prompted,
of vile imposture.

SECOND L E C T U R E -L E V IT A T IO N ; SP IR IT W R ITIN G ; SP IR IT
DIAGNOSING AND HEALING OF DISEASES.
„ Before I enter on the subject of the present
lecture, t will refer to some letters in the public
Press regarding the former ono. It is not diffi
cult to perceive in the letter signed “Perplex
ity and Darkness,” appearing in the Daily
Times, that the purpose the writer had in view
was to lead his readers into perplexity and
darkness on the subject which it is my purposo
to make plaiu. He avows his agreement with me
in attributing tho phenomena of Spiritism to in
fluences proceeding from the individuals who
assemble to question tho spirits rather than from
external sources. Sofar, it mightbe thought there
was no occasion for his writing at all unless to
inform the public, who might be interested to
know, that lie agreed with the views which I set
forth. But for some purpose he wishes to present
himself ns an antagonist, and as one of a dubious
sort. He roars like a lion, but stalks fortli in the
skin of theass. Now I oould respect an honest, even
although he wore a stout antagonist, whoappeared
in his own character, boldly challenging comlxat
on his own footing, which, in this case, is evi
dently that of an opponent of the truths set forth
in the Scriptures, but this intellectual hippogriff
onlv excites contempt. My purpose is to deal
with Spiritists, and tho alleged phenomena on

which they rest their system, and to show that
these, in so far as they appear supernatural, are
unsupported by solid facts; but tho conduct of
this double-faced adversary resembles that of tho
convict who tried the otlior day to escape from
gaol by throwing peppor in tho eyes of his
Keeper. He, however, was caught, and re
turned to his cell, and so Ion" as my opponent
wears the prison garb of Spiritism, I must deal
with him on his Spiritualistic merits, until, by
footing it for a sufficient time on tho treadmill of
this dark and dreary ghost house, lie satisfies
himself that the noiso and dust with which he is
surrounded are not indications of progress on the
highway of intelligence aud religion, but merely
the illusions aud impostures to which renegades
from true religion have by their own folly l>een sub
jected. Another newspaper correspondent asks,
“ what force or law there is in nature which
anybody knows of, that will account for the ap
pearance of materialised spirits or ghosts?” I
aoswer it is fully explained by the well-known
law of the reciprocal influence of trickery and
credulity. The difficulty mentioned, regarding a
piece—which could not l>e matched in London—
cut out of a ghost’
s garment, is one which pro
bably diapers can explain. Lt may have Imen
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an ordinary fubric so manipulated that it could might readily see that the application of such a
not be recognised, or, possibly, something unu statement was to alleged Spiritistic facts, and,
sual, such as a piece of asbestos—a substance of with regard to them, I have already shown in
mineral origin, which is fibrous and incombusti part, and to-night will show still further, that
ble, and has liecn manfactured into a soft flexible these, when scrutinised, are not facts, but “like
cloth, formerly used as a shroud for dead bodiea, the baseless fabric of a vision, leave not a reck
and which has also done service, I believe, in- behind.” My critic admitted that the medium
assisting conjurers and impostors in passing un for producing raps was electricity, but said that
scathed through the midst of scorching flames. this did not explain the intelligence displayed in
As to the appearance of such materialised forms the raps. It was made, I tnink, sufficiently
in lighted rooms, this has only occurred when the clear that the intelligence proceeded from the
parties concerned were well assured of the self- voluntary and intelligent persons from whom the
restraint and good behaviour of their dupes, and electricity proceeded, and by whose will it was
under circumstances in which it was easy to carry controlled. The statement that information re
out their trick. To most individuals the mate ceived through raps was not previously possessed
riality of the garments of the ghosts, and the by any person present, I showed was not correct
solidity of their arms, fingers, and hair, as re iu the cases which I lr-d time to examine, and
corded, would afford the strongest presumption presented as test cases by Owen. All the infor
thatthey were ghosts in ordinary human bodies. If mation received in them was just what was pre
the precaution were taken to seize them suddenly, viously lodged in the minds of those asking the
and hold them with a firm grip - which Owen, questions. Mr Dunn, relativo to my explana
like an honest simpleton would not venture to do tion that the alleged ghost appearances were
—it would certainly not require a surgeon's skill due to hallucination and optical illusion,
to assure even the most credulous that these said this must also apply to tho visions reMy critic, however,
ghosts’bodies and limits were made of the normal orded in the Bible.
In
constituents of bone and muscle. With re overlooks a most important difference.
spect to the assumed anxiety of this coirespon- the Biblo wo •have to deal with a record
dent regarding tiro fate of the miraculous deeds Divinely attested, the validity of which neither
recorded in the Scriptures if Spiritistic miracles avowpd infidels nor Spiritists have been able to
s book, on the contrary’
,
he held as not established by sufficient evidence, destroy. In Mr Owen’
1 would remark that the miracles of Scripture we have to deal with silly stories, supported by
are in no danger of falling through the want of evidence which, though often making a great
sufficient evidence, atd do not need the spurious show, is found to be, when examined, utterly
help of Spiritistic tricks to buttress them. The deficient in those points where there was room
sentiment of the ancient Trojan, “I fear the and opportunity for illusion or imposture. Let
Greeks and those bringing Rifts,”expresses my Spiritists prove their own position. Bible
feeliug with regard to the Spiritistic wise men miracles do not need their help. He brings for
who would bring gifts to the Saviour. The harm ward a charge against me of misrepresenting the
less looking wooden horse which Spiritistic report of the Dialectical Society ; and says that
Greeks delight to bring into every eity, contains I read, not from the report off the Committee,
within it such a horde of enemies to the Chris but from the report of a Sub-Cominittee. Now
tian faith that their assumed desire to add to the that is a most unfounded and unwarrantable as
evidence of Christianity can only meet with ridicule sertion, for which there is no possible oxcuse, if
and contempt. Another critic has appeared— he meant or wished to speak the truth. I have
Mr E. C. Dunn, now styling himself M.I). He hero the report of the Committee as published in
stated in a recent Id ter that he did not the Spiritual Magazine of November, 1871, and
possess the degree usually indicated by these the conclusions which tho Committee arrived at
initials. I presume, therefore, he must sim from their own investigations are given there
ply mean by M.I). after his name, “mak word for word as I gave them in my lecture,
ing himsolf doctor.” It appears that my and as they were reported in the Daily
What will
method of dealing with the subject docs lim es of the following day.
not meet with his approval. He objects to per Mr Dunn say to that ? If he has a spark of honour
sonalities, and has a wholesome horror of ridi and honesty in him, ho will take tne first public
cule. Now, Solomon, who must be admitted as opportunity of acknowledging his falsehood and
an authority on this point, has laid down two retracting his aspersions. Moreover, I charge
directions. One is “Answer a fool according to him with misleading his audience in rogard to
his folly;”and the other, “Answer not a fool ac tho evidence appended to that report. This evi
cording to his folly.” As I understand these, dence consisted of statements made to the Com
there is no real contradiction between them, but mittee, some orally and some in writing, by wit
simply an indication that some cases require the nesses. Some of tbeso were members of the C<nnmitone mode, and some the other. In this case it tee, but others were not. Moreover, they stare
seemed to mo the most appropriate course to what they individually had seen or heard or
adopt was the former. Mr Dunn may not like otherwise experienced, hut the Committee docs
it; but my soul shall not spare for his crying not vouch for the accuracy or truth of everything
He mid the 23rd Chapter of Matthew, as illus which they say, because the Committee had not
trating Christ’
s method of plain speaking, and witnessed them. The whole amount for which
that is nu example which he will no doubt be the Committee stands responsible—vouching for
pleased that I should follow. I should do him the correctness of their personal experience—is
the justice to remark that ho correctly enough simply what is expressed in the six conclusions
described my sentiments regarding Spiritualism, which I stated in my former lecture. It would
when he stated, in his own vernacular, that Ixs expecting too much, however, from this adven
it was all humbug. He might just have turer when his craft is in danger, that he should
added, “and something worse.” He said hesitate about using such weapons to support his
that iny first effort in logic was an asscr- | pretensions. He further misrepresents my state
tion that facts were not facts.
Anyone j ment when hesays thatl declared that the Dialecti-
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■cal Society proved that the phenomena of table rap- { teacher’
s assertions. With regard to diagnosing
ping and such like were performed by the agency of diseases on the surface of tho laxly, it does nofc
electricity, For this misrepresentation, alio, there at all tend to excite our faith iu his power
in no possible justification, if ho is able to under when, after receiving a challenge which ho had
stand a plain statement in print, or has tlie ho* himself provoked, to test his skill in a very fair
ncstv to present it as ho reads it. My statement and simple manner, he draws back, and refuses to
on this joint, as given in my lecture, and as examine subjects, as ho says, for the gratification
reported in tho Times is word for won! as fol of idle curiosity. But surely tho vital importance
lows :—“When a number of jieoplc were seated of the new and beautiful faith of which he seta
for a considerable time in a close room, it was himself up as an apoxtlo, is something more than
very natural and very prolsiblo that electricity a matter of idle curiosity. It is presented as a.
should become so accumulated and intensified as faith to live by, and as a faith to support men in
to present a sufficient reason for the phenomena ! the solemn hour of dentil. If this man then can
declared to have been witnessed by the Dialec give convincing demonstrations of its reality by
tical Society.” That is my opinion, and it is any of those wonderful performances to which
simply given as mine, and neither iu that nor in he openly lays claim, or which arc claimed for
any part of the lecture did I say that the him !>y his tcachor—if he can establish his pre
Dialectical Society had proved electricity to tensions by spirit diagnosing, or floating in the
be the cause. I further states! that the evi- 1air by spirit power- or bolding his hand in »
dencc of tho Dialectical Society—that is, of burning kerosene lamp, as was asserted by his
course, wlmt is guaranteed or vouched for by the i teacher in Melbourne; anil if, while all eyes are
Society or its Committee—does not advance ono ! U|x»n him eager to see these wonders and be
step beyond declaring that the information con-j lieve tlic new faith, l.e still refuses even to at
veyed iu tho answers was known to the jiorsons tempt such things, there is but one epithet which
present, hut sometimes only to ono of them. I can be applied to him by every intelligent ol>have referred to this matter at greater length server, and all his gasconading aud foolish
than it intrinsically merits, hut do s<> simply to pretensions and foul abuse will only serve to
show how great is either the obtusenea* or the open tlie eyes of his dupes to his real character.
recklessness of this individual, and how little The phenomena which come before us to-night
weight can be attached to the charges which, for for examination, m-e, first, those i*erformanceH
want of arguments, lie hurls blindly against his to which the name of levitation has been ap
opponents. With reference to an observation 1 plied. It is worthy of note that, the Spiritists
made, he asks : Would martyrdom make a cause seem to repudiate Shakespeare’
* sentiment,
more true ? I never asserted that it would, but “Wliat’
s in a name?” To explain wliat i*
that it would afford an indication that the con meant bv this fine sounding term, it means
victions of those who made such sacrifices were riding through tho air (either with or without a
real and strong. Uow, with regard to Mr broomstick), and, I should add, not merely
Duuu’
s convictions of the truth of certain through the air, but through roofs and brick
statements made relative to him by his walls without leaving a hole. One of the best
teacher, Mr J. M. Peebles, and which , marked cases I have met with is tho celebrated
ho has not, so far as I am aware, denied, I ! ono of Mrs Guppy, who lived in Highbury Park,
would suggest a method by which he might , in the north of Londou. From the account in
•easily convince multitudes in this city, whom he l tho Spiritual Magaziue of July, 1871, it appear*
.appeal's so anxious to convert to his views. that a seance was held on the 3rd of June, in the
Whether by following it he would make himself rooms of two professional mediums, us usual, iu
a martyr he should know best, but if his Spirit thedark. A conversation was heard lxjtween a male
istic pretensions are truo, he should have no fear and a female spirit that frequently appeared in
in making the trial, and if he did so, wc should these rooms, discussing whether they could bring
then know that ho himself, at least, believed in Mrs Guppv, who was an unusually portly lady.
tho claims set up for him. Mr J. M. Peebles, in Ono of the company urged them to try, to which
a lecture in Mclliourue, entitled, “Spiritualism they consented. Three minutes thereafter, Mrs
Defined ami Defended,”stated, “I have seen Dr Guppy dropped on the centre of the table. A
£. C. Dunn and other mediums float in the air light was struck, nnd she was recognised by the
by spirit power.” Here is an opportunity then company, standing on tho table round which
for this individual demonstrating both his own they sat, trembling all over, and in a somewhat
convictions of the reality of this Spirit power, stupified frame of mind. She held a pen in which
and bringing conviction to tho multitudes of this the ink was still wet, and an account-book in her
city. Let Mr Dunn float through the air in day hand, but did not speak. Three of the company
light from the eml of the Stuart street jetty to immediately wont to see if the door was shut,
the old jetty. This will do more to convince and found it locke l. The company was there
■tho world of Spirit power tlrnn all empty fore persuaded that by no natural means could
talk. If ho says tliat ho can only float, but she have come in. Mrs Guppy said tho last thing
not fly, let him take tho help which a she remembered liefore finding herself on the
clown once used who gathered a great crowd to table was being in her own room entering
see him float in a tub m Leith Harbour : let him accounts in her l>ook. She complained
liamess a team of geese, and attach himself to that she •was not in visiting costume,
them, and if ho can perform this journey, then having taken off her shoes before tho fire. Just
he may ask us to believe in his levitation. Ap as she statod this a pair of shoes dropped from
parent floating in prepared rooms, and with con the roof upon tho floor. Altcrwards, in the
cealed apparatus, is merely a conjurer’
s trick, dark, four (lowcr-i>ots with flowers, which l>ewhich is frequently shown ; and that Mr E. C. longed to Mrs Guppy, were placed on the table,
Dunn has often performed that, I should not bo tho room of course being all tho time closed.
surprised to learn. But until ho gives us a fair Still later in tho same evening, while sitting in
test of his powers, he need not suppose that the the dark, some oue cried for a light. Four of
public will be duped by either liis own or his the company saw Mr Herne, one of tho profes-
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atonal mediums, falling back into bis chair, and through the trap-door already referred *o flown,
bundles of clothing lndonging to Mrs Guppy and upon the table, where the group of wondering,
her husband, and a Miss Neylaud, who lived with table-rappers were sitting in the dark in readi
them, on the table. Herne declared ho had just ness to testify to her arrival. The transference
seen Miss Ncyland, who had pushed the clothes of Williams from the room in which the stance
into his arms. Tile lamp was again nut out. was held to the next room was effected, there
and on l>eing lighted, Mr Williams, the other could l>e little doubt, through a concealed door.
professional medium, was missing from the room, j The whole occurrence simply presents the results,
He was found in the next room, lying in an insen of a set of impostors practising on their dupes.
sible shite on some clothes belonging to Mrs While Spiritists may concede this, I will no
Guppy. HOsaid hchad been at Mi* Guppy’
* house doubt lx? referred to the much-talkod-of case of
s levitation, described by Lord Lindsay,
and saw Miss Ncyland, who was sitting at a < Home’
ami
which
must be admitted to have been very
table, and who seemed to lie praying. A miniextraordinary,
if true. A very slight examina
her of those present went in ealw the same even
ing along with Mrs Guppy to her house, and as tion of the narrative, however, excites the
certained thats o had been at home some time gravest suspicion of its correctness. By this 1
during the evening, that Miss Neviand who had do not mean to insinuate that Lord Lindsay
been in the room with her had fallen asleep, nml consciously misrepresented anything which lie
on awakening had ol>scrvcd that sho wax gone. stated, but on the face of it the ovidence offered
This account, which 1 have slightly abridged, 1is singularly incomplete, if not self-contradictor)-..
s narratives, given, no
was signed by the company present, ami there Like many of Mr Owen’
doubt,
in
lK-i
fect
honesty,
so unbounded is the
fore we must presume that what they relate as
facts that Impelled under their own observations i faith displayed in the honesty and power of the
really took place. Hut even if wc admit all mediums, who have to be tested in regard to
these facts, wc do not reach the inference which these very qualities, that precautions against
they draw, and wish others to draw, from them imposture and illusion have not been taken on
—that Mrs (Hippy had been tmii*|K>rted a dis these jK>iuts on which precaution was most neces
s levitation
tance of aliout three miles through the air, and sary. Lord Lindsay describes Homo’
as
if
it
were
a
most
ordinary
occurrence,
and
through the roofs and walls of the dwelling
with
sis
little
care
to
satisfy
the
suspicions
of
hi*
of Messrs Herne and Williams.
Nor yet
readers
as
if
lie
believed
they
had
all
ns
much
are we necessitated to ljelicvo that Mr Horne
made the double journey in the same wav to faith in Home as he had. This narrative alsoHighbury and hack, carrying a bundle of cloth appears in the Spiritual Magazine of August,
ing. JSor are we constrained by the evidence to Ifwl, as follows;--“I may mention that on
believe that bis accomplice, Williams, performed the occasion 1 was sitting with Mr Home and
During thu
the same wonderful feat. When Miss Ncyland Lord Adavo and a cousin of his.
sitting,
Mr.
Home
went
into
a
trance,
anil in
was asked bv the party who went, homo with
that
state
was
carried
out
of
the
window,
in the
Mrs Guppy if Messrs Herne and Williams had
lxrcn there, she replied no ; ami it appeared she room next to where we were, and was brought in
bad been asleep most of the time that Mrs at our window. The distance between the win
Guppy was absent. A clue to the real explana dows was al>out 7 ft. (»in., and there was not
tion is presented in the following circumstance, the slightest foothold below them, nor was there
observed during the seance: **Once, when a more than a 12-inch projection to each window,
light was struck, Mr Herne was seen by four which served as a ledge to put dowel's on. We
IH'ivjiis with his feet al»ove tin: level of the edge heard the window in the next room lifted up,
of the table, his arms extended towards the and almost immediately after we saw Home
wiling, and bis whole laxly falling with the ve floating in the air outside our window. The
locity almost of a flash of light into bis moon was shining full into the room ; mv back
«:liair. He was moving in a curve from near was to the light, and I saw the shadow on the
s feet about
the ton of the folding doors.” The most wall of the window sill and Home’
»in. above it. He remained in this |M>sition for
devoted Spiritist will, 1 think, have little diffi •
culty in admitting that this was simply a ease a few seconds, then raised the window and glided
of palpable and clumsy imposture. The discovery into the room, feet foremost, and sat down.
of oue of the so-called mediums (Heme) falling Lord Adare than went into the next room to
down swiftly into his chair from the top of the look at the window from which he had been
table on which he hud been standing while the carried. It was opened about IS in., and helight was out, evidently receiving articles through expressed his wonder how Mr Home had been
a trap door in the roof of the n|Kirtmcnt, at once taken through so narrow an aperture. Home
explains how the whole of the articles mentioned said (s-.iil in trance) “1 will show you," and
found tlmir way into the room. As for Mi's then with his kick to the window he leaned back
Guppy, those familiar with the jrages of the and wa- shot out of the aperture, head first, with
Spiritual Magazine -that pitiable record of human the laxly rigid, and then returned quite quietly.
imbecility and imposture—are well aware of the The window is al»oiit 70 feet from the ground. 1
nnffinching credulity liOtli of her and her hus very much doubt whether any skilful light-rope
band, :us their house appears from the numerous dancer would like to attempt a feat of this
accounts of such transactions to have been si description, where the only means of crossing
favourite place for performing every kind of would be by a perilous leap or being borne
silly practical joking.
Mrs (Hippy, there can across in such a maimer ns f have described,,
be little doubt, had been conveyed from her placing the question of vho light aside.”
Now it must occur to every one who reflectshouse to the dwelling of the tricksters Herne
.
on
this narrative, that wc should require to know
and Williams bv one of the usual tera
great
deal more about the circumstances than
restial conveyances called cabs, and had been
nuide, willingly or unwillingly—perhaps with is here given, before wo can believe that Homo
the assistance of some powerful narcotic- the . levitated from the one window to the other.
-victim of this clumsy trick, and had been passed , The account is given in the most slipshod and un-

satisfactory manner. Home went into a trance, pen to entertain. Their intellectual efforts
-while in tho room along with other three persons. , are directed to subjects as various as those •
"We next hear of Ins passing through the window which engage the thoughts of ordinary mortals.
o f the next room. We have no evidence regard A book of their communications might fitly
ing the mode hy which he went from the one to | serve the title given to an ancient treatise
•concerning all tilings and a few other matters.”’
the other; nor yet how he went from the one ‘
window to the other. Whether ho had any Besides the commonplace style of epistle you may
xopo to swing himself by, or any plank to walk have poetry ranging over all the gamut of humaii
upon ; or whether there was any opportunity of sentiment, “from grave to gay, from lively to •
lus using any other ordinary means of transit— s e v e r e y o u may have musical conqxxxitianft
there is no evidence to show. We have only the when the mediums have capacity for this work,
fact that he went in some way from the room in and orations and treatises such as those wonder
which he was sitting, along with three others, ful productions of Mr dames Smith which so much
nnd that some time afterwards he came in hy the excited the admiration of the citizens a few
-window. Even regarding his inode of opening months ago. With a deeper meaning thnu our
the window nothing is said, hocanse nothing was literary judges were able at the time to discern,
aeen. Lord Lindsay was sitting with his W k ho told the public that he was not the author ot''
towards it. It will surely require stronger evi them, hut that only his hand had written
dence than this to make us believe the inference them. Tho spirit of some departed author
which this credulous nobleman presents. His had inspired him, and it now appears as a
cousin, Lord Adare, who went to the window of sure confirmation that the same spirit had
the next room and olwervcd it open 18 inches, written down and published during his earthly
was greatly puzzled to understand how a man lifetime in books which are in the Melbourne
could pass through such a narrow aperture : hut library tho very same wonderful revelations.
how ho could float from one window to tho other, In short all kinds of literary effort may be expect
a space of 7 feet, nnd that situated 70 feet aliovc ed from the ghosts, with the solitary exception.
the ground, appears to have caused no difficulty to of a gospel sermon. A devoted educational
his comprehensive mind. Until we obtain better reformer imagined he had gained a great ]x»int,
evidence, I think we shall not he chargeable with when he raised tho cry and sought to make it a
unfairness if wo place this in the same categoiy reality, “The schoolmaster is abroad but this ■
with the adventures of the illustrious Baroii seems unti<|uatcd and worthless compared with
Munchausen. Tho other perfonuanccs of the the Advent of the literary ghosts. With tho
medium Home, in shortening his own lxnly to trifling drawback of their'carelessness in such
about five feet and lengthening it again to seven matters as spelling—holding, 1 suppose, the
feet may he safely relegated to those who are views of a distinguished nobleman, that people
content to draw their facts from their imagina leave a right to spell their own words in theirtions. I may be reminded by some that the new own way — the royal road to knowledge,
psychic force. discovered to las so fully developed long sought in vain, has at last been found.
in this individual by Mr. Crooks, F.R.S., has To give an illustration of its striking character
been found to change the weight of liotlics. It and intrinsic value, 1 cannot do l*ett*-r than pre
was long ago ascertained, by careful experiment, sent you with the account which Mr Owen has
that electricity produced a very slight difference, given of a ghostly communication written by a
s hand liefore his eves, which was the moans
both in the volume and in the weight of bodies ; lady’
but so minute ns only to Ih; regarded or measured of converting him to that new and beautiful faith by the scientific chemist. Crooks’
s experiments which he so appropriately adorn*. In a small
on Home brought out considerably greater party in Naples, a lady enquired of Mr Owen if
results. These have not. however, lieen accepted lie had seen spirit-writing. He replied in the
by most scientific men as at all reliable. This, negative. Another lady expressed Sier disbelief
however, is, for our present purpose, a matter of of the reality of such a thing, and a trial waft
little importance. Even tho greatest results agreed upon. Several sat down with paper anil
which Crooks professes to have obtained in the pencil, waiting for the ghost to move them. A
lessening of tho weight of bodies, would not, by question was asked by one lady, Who gave mo’and another wrote down ns an an
any means, account for the continuous floating of these pins7’
swer,
“
Tho
one ihat gives you a maid ami a
the human laxly high in the open air. The
’ This answer was correct. A friend in
elevating of the tables in rooms where a num cook.’
ber of persons arc present affords different con Florence who had given the pins, had also si nt
ditions to thecontinuousHoatiugof thehumau body to her a ladies’maid and a cook. This produced
high in theopen air; and until satisfactory evidence great astonishment, particularly to the lady who
bas been discovered of the reality of tho alleged ; had asked the quest ion. Mr Owen's philosophic
phenomena of human levitation, we shall leave mind could not rest without probing it to the
our floating mediums to the company of their i bottom. # Ho accordingly ascertained by enquiry
respected ancestors, tho witches of the broom* next day from her, that she had never spoken to
stick. I pass now to seek out and follow up the : any one outside her family circle, aliout the ser- #
trail of ghosts of a more intellectual character vants, whence they came or who sent them, nor
than those who delight in gymnastics. It is said yet about who sent the pins. Moreover, she
that ghosts of this description take possession of stated that she iiatl only lately made the acquaint
the heads ami hands of their friends, nnd cause ance of the lady who had written the reply so
them to write communications conveying infor correctly. He did not consider it necessary to
mation which they did not know, and often ex- I push his enquiries further, by asking the huly irho
pressing sentiments of a more exulted and refined icrote the anxiety. about the extent of /or ac
description than they could of their unaided quaintance with the affairs of the owner of tho
genius have attained t o ; always, however, be pins ; as the whole matter of both pins and ser
it remarked, observing a beautiful conformity vants seems to have lieen known in the house
to the peculiar notions regarding spelling and hold, anil the two ladies were acquainted, it is
grammar which the earthly medium may hap most probable that some of the children, or of
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the servants connected with both families, were
Also acquainted with cacli other. Tlio circum
stances, both of tin pins mid the servants, would
thus mott likely be communicated and in this way
reach the earn of the lady who wrote the reply.
To my mind this appears far more reasonable and
-probable than fathering tho answer uj*on a ghost.
Xt may lie said this is a mere supposition. I an
swer Mr Owen’
s explanation is a mere supposition
too, and mine I hold is by far the more likely.
It must bo remembered too, that the burdeu
o f proving a glm t’
s presence lies ou those
who assort it to l»e there. Mr Owen profes
ses to bring proof of his presence, and his proof
in this, as in all cases, falls short of the mark.
I may now notice a case which Mr Owen de
scribes at great length, ami evidently puts for
ward as a most convincing demonstration of the
realitv of spirit communication by means of writ
ing ; he entitle! the chapter “How a French
K ings favourite musician manifested himself,”
M. N. G. Buell, a musical composer 07 years of
age, who lived in Paris, received from his son a
musical instrument called a spimiet of a very antioue description, on 4th May, 13U5. He was
delighted with it, aud sj>cnt most of the day in
.admiring it, trying its tone, aud insjiectiiig its
mechanism. On a bar of wood which supported
the sounding hoaid he thought lie could distin
guish writing—namely somo Latin words with
the date, April, 1504. This ancientdoto on it, ot
course, greatly increased tho old gentleman’
s in
terest in it.' During the night after such excite
ment, as was not unnatural, lie had a vivid dream
aliout it. A young man in the ancient costume
of the French Court ap|>cared to him and said
this spimiet belonged to me. I often played on
it to amuse my master King Henry. The King
composed an air which he Used to sing, and I ac-eomjxunod him.” Further, the visitor added “I
will play it to you,”which he did. The old man
awoke in tears, touched by tho pathos of tho
iioug. He lighted a taper and found it was 2
o’
clock. Next morning lie found a jmper at his
liedsido with some French words written on it,
and below it the music and words of a song.
This was the very song which ho had heard sung
and played in his dream. Now Mr Owen asks,
“Who had done it?” Had it been himself?
This latter supposition was so natural, that it
might have been expected, Mr Owen would have
searched into it l>cfore rejecting it in favour of a
ghostly explainer. But ho summarily dismisses
it by saying, “He was no somnambulist, he had
never that he kuctc walked or written in his sleep.
Is that then a sufficient ground for rejecting this
most natural and sufficient explanation? Somnam
bulism whereitoccurs must have a boginning some
time, and the fact that this old gentleman was
not aware of his being a somnambulist is no
guarantee that ho was not. It is brought out in
the narrative that if this was the first occasion,
it was not tho bust. Such eases of somnambulism
are so frequent, that it is surprising auy mau of
intelligence should seek for any ghost to account
for this writiug and composing during sleep. Mr
Owen however points out a greater wonder, which
he regards as proof positive of the reality of a
ghost. Some people enlightened M. Bach about
Spiritism and Spirit-writing. Accordingly, three
or four wcoks after his dream, M. Bach, feeling a
headache and nervous trembling of the arm, the
idea struck him that peVhaps somo spirit wished
to write through him and explain tho mystery
about the tyiiut. He sat down with paper and

pencil, then lost consciousness, and in that Kioto
lie wrote that tho spivet contained a piece o f
parchment written by King Henry and nailed oa
tho inside of the case, and beneath was written a
copy of the parchment. Signed, Bablarzarini.
The upinel was accordingly sent for from the
museum, where it had meanwhile been deposited.
Anxious search w h s nude by father and son, and
a parchment was found in it as described, with
iui inscription closely resembling what was writ
ten down by M. Bach, in his state of unconscious
ness, or, as I would call it, somnambulism. No
doubt he had oxominod tho instrument and seen
the first parchment nailed inside, and read tho
inscription on it, during his first somnambulistic
at Pick. It is quite ovident, too, that he now
wrote down in this second somnambulistic attack
what lie had seen during liis former somnambu
lism, but lud forgotteji during the interval.
This is very much liko what is well known as
double-consciousness. Thu recurrence of the
same train of ideas as he formerly had. and the
recalling vividly what ho lud formerly seen, is
quite according to the ordinary experience of such
cases. The most remarkable thing about tho
case is the simplicity of Owen, who imagines he
has discovered a ghost. He goes into a long and
laborious investigation, presents full evidence of
the statements ho has given, and then argues
nlxmt the explanation. He laboriously strives to
demolish tho supposition of iuqiosUiro in tho
case, for which I think there was not the slight
est ground, but regarding the most natural and
simple explanation that it was hcase of somnambu
lism, he has nothing to object except that the old
mau did not know previously that he was sub
ject to this affection. A xlightuoquaintance with
well-authenticated cases of somnambulism, will
afford a sufficient explanation of many things a*
wonderful as this. JDr Abercrombie supplies a
hast of them. 1 may mention olio, as it is some
what renmrkablo for the kind of accomplishment
manifested in this state, aud may perhaps afford
a clue to some of the spirit music with which
Spiritists are occasionally entranced. A girl 7
years of age slept in an apartment next one fre
quently occupied by an itinerant fiddler. H o
was a skilful musician, and spent a part of tho
night performing fine pieces. The girl, however,
merely regarded his music ns a disagreeable noise.
After <> months’residence here she fell ill and re
moved elsewhere. After recovery she acted as
servant, aud during the night there was heard in
tho house whore she was tho most beautiful
music, which could not be accounted for. At length
it was found to proceed from hor lips, and reserabledtheswectcsttonesofasmall violin. On further
observation it wns found that after being about
two hours in bod she became restless, then uttered
sounds like tuning a violin, and then dashed off
into elalioiate pieces of music. After a year or
two she imitated the sound of a piano, which she
heard in the house where sho now lived. A year
after she began to talk as if instructing a pupil
on a vast variety of topics, and with great
ability. She lias been known to conjugate Latin
verbs, and speak several sentences in French- though ignorant of these langyagos when in her
waking state. This case shows clearly how
powerfully tho faculties may bo oxcited in this
condition, ami especially how memory may givo
back even impressions which hail been apparently
forgotten as soon as they had lnsen heard. It
affords amplo grounds for explaining M. Bach’
a
remembrance of the parcluneut and what was oix
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it while in the mme peculiar state. Thu most
usual form in which Spirit writing is practised
by mediums is t.list which attracted public atten
tion in London alw>ut the year 18o8, when a
well-known me<lium called Foster held seances,
charging a guinea for admission, which the
nobility in great numbers attended. He re
quested visitors to write down any names thev
chose, each on a separate piece of paper, which
was rolled up as a )>ellet ami placed on a salver.
Foster then requested any oue of the company
to point out one which ho wished to l>e read hv
spirit power. Very speedily Foster produced
on a piece of paper the name contained in the
pellet pointed out and that written in a stvle
bearing a close resemblance. Multitudes believed m this man as a real medium between the
inhabitants of the earth and of the spirit-world
The Times of Lomlou declared it wns little short
o f miraculous. An honest conjuror, however,
who was practising his calling in the Coliseum,
denounced Foster ns an impostor, and challenged
him to do wliat lie pretended in his presence
without the trick lieiug detected. Of course
Foster did not comply, and the conjuror con
tented himself with exposing his false claims.
H e first performed the trice; then explained
how it was done. He showed that when he took
up the salver and |H>intcd to the pellet, the
name on which he was asked to write by spirit
power, it was the e-.isiost thing for an exjwit
conjuror to tike up the pellet between his
fingers and drop another in its place before the
eyes of the spectators without detection. Having
it concealed in his hand, it was easy enough to
read it while the attention of the audience was
directed by conversation. Then, with an appear
ance of great mental agitation, ho wrote, ns lie pre
tended, under the guidance of the spirits, a fue
simile of the name which ho had surreptitiously
read on the pellet. This will indicate sufficiently
the principle on which the whole practice of
those impostors called test-mediums is earned
on. Of course there are many variations iu the
particular modes adopted for drawing off the
attention from the art of trickery, hut sleight of
Land is the main explanation of the whole. I
have little doubt, too, that some advance a little
further, and from careful study of the counten
ance ami manner of persons while writing down
n numlier of names, one of which they wish the
modiuni to pick out, hazard a guess about it, and
in most cases may he correct. The whole ap
pearance of the mode of proceeding can leave
little doubt that it is a piece of trickery. The
information which the medium professes to give
is simply elicited from what the inquirer has
’
written down in his presence, or from the
medium's knowledge of those who come to con
sult him. None of Owen’
s cases, although he
professes to have scrutinised them, ami presents
full evidence on ]»oints alxmt which there is no
room for doubt, can disabuse the mind of
trickery ami sleight of bund us the real explana
tion. He never entertains the suspicion himself,
aud takes no means, therefore, to put it to the
test. Let us glance at «case which lie gives as
most convinjug. He visited Foster, the l»cst
test medium, he says, ho ever knew, and inti
mated he wished the name of a spirit from whom
b e had lately 1 cccivtd a communication. Foster
told him lie x«w the spirit of a lndv with a
basket of flowers—all violets. Owen was nt
once excited. He indicated this wns the party
lxe wanted, and asked the unmc, Foster told

him to write down seven Christian names, which
lie did. Foster then took the list, glanced over
it, then tore off the names separately, and rolled
them up into small pellets, which he threw down
among a number of blank and written indictswhich were lying on the table. Foster told him
to tnko them up and hold them in Ids hand
uuder the table. He then said : “The- spirit*
desire to have your hat under the table.” Foster
accordingly put it there. Then he said: “Mpirit,
when you have selected the pellet, will you let
us know by rapping?” In a minute the raps
sounded. Conversation by raps follow til as to
who should take up the hat and receive the*
pellet. A young lndv with Mr Owen was re
quested to do so. Before she opened it, Foster
said: “Let mo try first if I can get the same
name written under the tubie.” He held paper
and jnmcil for a little under the table, ami
handed the paper to Owen. Uf course the name
iu the pellet and the paper wns the same, and in
a minute after lie shewed it marked on his arm.
Now most plainly nil this is nicie conjuring or
sleight of hand. We have no means of judging
of the extent of Foster’
s previous knowledge of
Owen. Probably he knew much more than
0»cn thought of. Besides Owru had some con
versation with Foster in what he rails “a general ■
way ”about the purpose of his visit, and must
probably Foster elicited more than Owen dreamt
of. In watching Owen write down the names.
Foster must (if he did not pievioirdv know it)
have made his guess ns to which it was. Foster
himself separated the names, and made them up in
pellets, so that lie. could easily secrelc between
ills fingers the one he hud fixed on and drop
another in its place. He then dropped the
i>ellet into the hat as he put it Ik-low the tabic.
To guard against Owen's detecting the exchange
Foster made, in regard io the pullet, by examining
the pellets left in his hand, Foster took care to
have them mixed up with a number which were
lying on the table, and of which Mr Owen did
hot know the number nor yet the names in
them. The writing on paper below the table
and ou the arm was easily enough accomplished
during the many movements which were made
during the performance to divert attention.
Although this is one cf the commonest conjuring
tricks, and one therefore which might most
readily be suspected, the possibility of it
never seems to enter Mr Owen’
s mind, and
of course ho takes no precautions against
it. I would have no hesitation in defying
any test medium whatever, to do what
they profess to do. and what Mr R. 1).
Owen believes, in his simplicity, they do, under
anything like reliable test conditions. Every
>retcnsion to such supernatural i>ower or knowedge, set up in the name of Spiritism or
clairvoyance, has been found, when put to the
test in anything like a scientific way, to be mere
imposture, performed with varying success, ac
cording to the natural cleverness and acquired'
audacity of the performer. To show you what .s
the temlency of this whole tystem, as it appear*
to any calm and iiiqiciriial mind after close nod
careful scrutiny, I may quote n sentence from
the judgment delivered bv the Vice-Chancellor
in the Couit of Chancery, in the famous suit
which was raised by Mr* Lyon against Home,
the well known medium, in the year
Mrs
Lyon had been induced to adopt Home ns her
son, and had given him #30,000 a* a free gift, ami
£30,000 more in reversion. When Iter eyes were
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-opened to her folly, she instituted this suit to set i has called into activity impostors of every name,
aside these gifts, on the ground that they had been and has lent its shield for their protection, bait,
•obtained by undue influence. Evidence on l»oth as might havo been expected, sent forth a host
sides was adduced to a very full extent. The of Spiritistic healers. These for the most part
whole matter was impartially and judicially in hail from America. But they have appeared also,
vestigated, and the conclusion of the Yioo-Clian- like Spiritism, in other countries as well. Tho
'cellor’
s juilgment—which judgment, of oouwe, exploits of the Zouave at Paris, ami of La Regina
was founded on the evidence—was as follows :— did Cin of Venctia, a successful bone-setter; of
“That the system ”(namely, Spiritism) “a* pre Dr Newton, of America; and last and least of B£r
sented by the evidence, is mischievous nonsense, E. 0. Dunn—all fail to show anything like real
euros performed by Spirit power. Tho existence
well calculate*! on the one hand to delude tho ■
vain, the weak, the foolish, anti the super of disease in all those cases which aro professed
stitious ; and on the otlicr to assist the projects j to he cured is a matter of doubt, no reliable evi
of the needy, and «
»
f tlic adventurer; aud dence Ot-iug fivtn. The tact of iicrsons lying in
lastly, that licyond all dcuht there is plain law lied anil being unable to walk is no suffi
enough anil plain sense enough to forbid anti pre cient evidence of any organic disease. The
vent the retention of no positions such a# these by extent to which diseases of every kind are
any *medium,* whether with or without a strange simulated by that peculiar state of tho ner
gift, ami that this shoutd lie so is of public con- ; vous system called hysteria is well-known to all
•
ceru ; and (to use the words of Lord Hnrdwicke) medical men. anti affords results which tho ordi
of the highest public utility.” Ijjuote from tho nary public would bo astonished to learn. On
official Law Journal Reports for Xovcmlier, Idti#, J this subject I quote tho following from an autho
which is admitted in every court of law. 1 , rity which I think will not lie disputed. Sir
would only remark bore that probably the Vice* f James Seine, the world-renowned Professor of
Chancellor's principle is one which might admit ! Surgery in Kdinhmgli, s a y s “Young women
•of easy application to many other dupes as well . - -jwrticulaHy those of the higher ranks—
,-is Mrs Lyon, anti the well-known charge of i aro apt to suffer from painful sensations
raising money under false pretences might, i ; in the joints, which closely simulate the
think, fairly and legally lie established against ; symptoms of articular disease connected with
any of the travelling quacks and impostors, both : nltomtion of structure, and consequently are apt
Spiritists ami others, who fatten upon tlic crcdu- •to lead to treutinoiit no less unnecessary than
lity of the public. 1 promised in my advertise- j injurious.” Then, after describing tho proper
incut to refer to the pretensions in regard to treatment to follow, and the marks of diagnosis,
spirit diagnosing anti the healing of diseases. he says, “Tho uneasy feelings, though frequently
•
and 1 shall now do so. The healing of tliscnses remaining months or years, generally commence
in all ages has lieen a favourite sphere of j ami disappear suddenly—whence empiricism in
operation for all kinds of im)KXstor*. It com afforded a good field which has liccn diligently
’ Another surgeon describe* tho
bines every conceivable advantage for their ; cultivated.’
tarrying on their swindling without the means success of Sir Benjamin Brodlc in dealing
Being well aware of their
of ready detection. The imagination and with such cases.
•credulity of men arc prolnubly under no cir lieing under the influence of the imagina
cumstances excited more easily than when they tion ami will of the patient, lie has often com
•
are affected with disease. Often the slighter i manded his ]>atient to rise and walk, and pos
the disease is, the more is the imagination ! sessing the authority of a great name, his
excited, and the readier will they believe in | unflinching order has been obeyed, though at
-anyone who sets up great pretensions. As to the i first with reluctance and protestations on tha
nature of the disease bv which the person is nf- - lwtt4-of the imtient that the thing was impossible.
fectetl, lie himself is usu:tl*y the least qualified The result has heen that the patient has at once
to judge. He nuiv suffer from the most trifling •lieeu able to walk. Cases of this class are only
amt temporary ailment, and magnify it to the i a small part of the multitude of diseases which
most alarming dimensions. He may lie nf- j owe their coiitinunnco mainly to the imagina
fectetl with some most serious organic dis- ; tion or the nervous condition of tho patient;
ease, as tif the head, the heart, or the i and when a powerful stimulus is Inought to bear
lungs, ami refuse to lielieve that there is > on such excited individuals tho effect appears to
anything more serious than some slight tern- ; ordinary la-holders almost miraculous. No class
porory disorder. Further, in any case, whether of practitioners are prolmbly more likely to exslight or serious, when there is recovery the ••rci-to a |H>werful influence on such individuals
greatest misconception is apt to prevail regard than persons who set up great pretensions to heal
ing the method ami means by which it has been bv spirit powor, or by any unusual influences.
effected. Keeping these facts in view, which j Whether they call themselves clairvoyant,
arc familiar to all medical men, ami proltablv or mngnetic healers, the source of their
well enough known by persons of ordinary intcl-; power is simply the force of their au
ligenee, it is not surprising that the ihmiain of dacious pretensions acting on sensitive and
Although the pretence o f
the healing art should have always presented a nervous patients.
favourite sphere for impostors in which to exer- i healing by spirit or ghost power is comparatively
cise their gifts. Besides, as there are sick pel- j recent, healing claims have l>cen set up in all
.sons iu every country, ami more or less at all countries and from the earliest ages. On Egyp
times •as they arc always en"cr to obtain tho tian ami Assyrian inscriptions there are indica
help of the skilful, or those whom they lielievo tions of mesmeric manipulation. In India and
to be skilful, and are as ready, as far ns they are China artificial somnambulism is believed to
able, anti often lieyond their ability, to pay for have heen practised from early times; and among
it, I have no hope of seeing, in this ago at tho Greeks anti Romans appear tracea of similar
least, a cessation of impostors who pretcud j methods of healing. In modern tiroes Mestner
under various names to euro diseases. The | acquired the greatest fame for his ex|K*iti<>n and
spread of this latest delusion. Spiritism, which ■practice of these ]»eculiar methods of healing;
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•called by various name*—mesmerism, animal
magnetism, electro-biology, somnambulic treat
ment, and now spirit-healing.
He was W n
about the year 1734, and is said by some to have
been a native of Switzerland. Like the great
mass of his followers who have attained any
thing like notoriety in the world on account of
their healing pretensions, he was a scheming
impostor. A commission was appointed by
the Empress Maria Theresa to investigate a cure
alleged to have been wrought by him on a blind
girl in Vienna. A largo assemblage of 800 |>er*
sons, comprising medical men. met for tho pur
pose of testing the reality of tho girl’
s vision.
She was found able to distinguish bright colours,
but when it was observed that Mesincr made
signs to her, and ho was ordered to withdraw which ho was very unwilling to do, however—she
could no longer distinguish colours at all. Mearner
thereupon received an imperial order to leave the
city within 24 hours. What a pitv such a law
was not in force iu Dunedin ! In Paris, to
which ho afterwards removed, M. Camjian being
seized with some pulmonary affection. Mesincr
was called in. To insure a speedy and perfect
cure, Mearner ordered one of three things to l>e
done—either that a young woman of brown comlexion, a black man, or an empty l»ottle should
c placed at the left side of M. Campan. “.Sir,”
said Madamo Campan, “if the choice lie a mat
ter of indifference, pray bring the empty Imttlc.”
The treatment did nocood, and taking advantage
of the absence of Madame Campan no bad re
course to the old system of bleeding and blister
ing, and M..Campan recovered. He asked for a
certificate from M. Campan that the cure had
been effected by magnetism alone, and received
it. Madame Campan, however, was more honest.
When she learned it, she reported it to their
Majesties, who had previously been interested in
Mesmer, ami they determined to have nothing
more to do with him. In France, the subject of
nnininlmngnetisni—known under various names—
1ms almost ever since his time attracted great
attention, and lias been made the subject of
iavestaejation by several of the scientific societies.
The subject lias, however, always been liable to
exaggerations and misrepresentations.
The
Magnetic Society of Paris, which broke up in
1820, hail for its Secretary a nobleman called the
Baron d’
Hcnin, and speaking of the caution
necessary to bo used in receiving the accounts of
the results of animal magnetism—he says “I
have rend or run over Almost all the books which
treat of magnetism; I have lived among mng•netisers; I have seen them magnetise; and I
have magnetised with them ; I have restrained
my incredulity, the better to allow them to
reason, and more frequently to speak nonsense,
and to push their pretensions to the uttermost.
I have often heard the very facts, which have
•occurred before my eyes, related in such a wav
that I could scarcely recognise them, so much
were they disfigured bv the enthusiasm and ex
aggeration of those who had been witnesses of
them, or who had themselves produced them.”
These remarks apply in their full force to the
marvellous narrations of spiritistic cures, it is
•only cases that have been submitted to fair ex
amination by competent skilled witnesses on
which reliance can l>e placed. In February,
1837, tho Academy of Medicine of Paris re
ceived an offer from M. Bern*, a physician, and
believer in the virtues of animal magnetism,
■offering to submit certaiu somnambulists to a
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commission for examination ; but all tho preten
sions made bv them were found to 1»
egroundless.
One somnambulist it was alleged would lose tho
power of motion in any limb on the mere mental
order of her magnetiscr. On trial, tho follow
ing results were found—“When M. Berna men
tally paralysed her riykt arm onfft, she declared
that both tho right lea ami rif/ht arm were
paralysed. He next mentally paralysed her teft
le;/, but she affirmed that she could move that
leg very well, but not at all the left arm.
Another, professing to read without the assistance
of the eves, completely failed. She would not
acknowledge her deceit, however, but persisted
in making guesses, which of course exposed her
pretensions. A prize of 3000 francs, which had
been offered in 1825 to any one who could read
without the assistance of light, of tho eves, and
of touch, called forth none to attempt tlio task.
The conditions were accordingly relaxed—tho
uso of light and of the fingers 1icing allowed. A
girl was brought forward ns able to do what was
asked, but the father could not agree with tho
commissioners regarding the mode of bandaging
the eyes. A veil was proposed by the commis
sioners, hut. the father declared tho checks most
be uncovered. They desired the book to
placed on a level with her eyes; he insisted
it must bo on the level with her knee,
and if a finger were placed on the lower edge of
tho bandage the father declared she would fall
into convulsions. It was clearly shewn that the
only mod© of reading was by the eyes, while the
bandage was slightly lifted by the eyebrows. la
1839 thesame prize, which had never been gained*
was offered to any one who should prove himself
able to read with a sheet of linen o r paper inter
posed (»
in. from his eves, l>ctwccn his eyes andtlio
nook. But the ability to do this very simple
act of clairvoyance has never l>een shewn.’
*
A book was published by Sir John Forbes,
M.D., iu which he stated tho results of
his testing tho powers of various professed
clairvoyants who had gained considerable
notoriety. Among them was a lady who pro
fessed, like Mr Dunn, to diagnose diseases.
A patient was submitted who was in perfect
health, with the exception of having varicose
veins. Although the attention of the clair
voyant was directed to the surface of the body
for the. scat of the disease, she failed to discover
it, and announced a variety of diseases, such as
weakness of stomach, palpitations, &c. Another
lady who came from Germany to London in
1845 to examine and presetilie, and who, like
most of such impostors, made very heavy charges
for her pretended skill, three guineas at her own
house, and six guineas at the patient’
s, was tested
by Sir John ForW , who was invited for this pur
pose l»y the lady’
s brother. He himself became
the {Kitiont, and she declared that he lalxmrec!
under two diseases, a statement which ho him
self knew to l»c utterly without foundation. Her
anatomy, ton, was as much at fault as her
jiower of diagnosis; it was merely an cmlxxlimcnt of prevalent vulgar notions on
the subject. It is quite unnecessary to men
tion the account he gives of his exposing tho
pretentions of another professed clairvoyant,
who pretended to be able to read names on a.
card enclosed in a card case ; nor yet of another
who recited full particulars of a shipwreck, which,
proved to be true, but of which Sir John Forbes
satisfied himself she had obtained full knowledge
in the ordinary way. One and all of such pre-
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s. She was about
lenders, when fairly tested, have been found to ' equally good for her neighbour’
)>e mere impostors. Those who set up similar 1 to bo condemned, when the judge explained to
claims, but refuse to submit to any fair test, i tho jury that he knew more about this case than
need not be surprised when the public refers ; had boon put lieforo them. W ien a young man
s alehouse,
them to the same category.
Cures, I am ! he had stopped a night at this woman’
prepared to admit, may sometimes bo per ' and seeing her troubled about her child's eyes,
formed by such pretenders.
They nre well ' offered her a charm to cure the child instead of?
suited to impress )>owcrfully the imaginations of paving his bill. From tho evidence presented
hysterical or hypochondriacal patients, whoso it had been efficacious; but to prove that the
disease is mainly due to their own fancy. Not woman had acted in perfect sincerity, aud that
merely are diseases of the joints simulated by the charm had been originated by himself, he
hysteria--according to Sir B. Brodic, four-fifths said that if tho ball of worsted which constituted
o f the alleged diseases of the joints among the tho charm was unwound, a niece of parchment
higher class in London Wing of this description with certain won Is ou it would be found. This
— but diseases of almost every kind are ; was accordingly done, the parchment found as he
Mandated by it, and are usually cured > stated, aud ou it written these words—
suddenly. Nor is this nervous condition re
The Devil scratch out both thine eyes,
stricted to females exclusively; some examples
And spit into the holes likewise.
o f similar affections occur among men. All such
cases offer a rich harvest for spiritualistic healers. Equally efficacious I am prepared toadmit, and not
Further, as people do not always remain ill, but ! one whit more so, maybe the healing powor of tho
sometimes get better even without any liolp, i ghosts. It has been said by Owen and some others
and mav when in their recovering stato apply to ! that Spiritism may be a good cure for insanity, and
some magnetic or spiritualistic healer, the cure, 1 I would not wonder if, on homoeopathic principles,
am prepared to allow, may, notwithstanding the that statement would prove correct. It would
healer's trance, go on to completion. In this then, however, l>e a serious question whether the
way, too, he may draw forth certificates of gra cure were not worse than tho disease. Looking
titude, and expressions of wonderment at his at this system of delusion and imposture as a
marvellous power. There is a natural ten whole, its intellectual imbecilities, its moral re
dency of the system to throw off disease and sults, and its religious negations (which form its
return to health, aided, in some cases mate real attraction for tho sinful and blinded
rially, by a strong belief and expectation of heart of humanity), I say, far rather wel
cure, and if persons recovering from disease have come the bold and dofiant front of ouen
consulted a spiritual healer they will naturally infidelity, the dreamy speculations and heartless
:iscril»e the cure to his power. The record : sentiment of Pantheism, or the coarse and confi
o f one of the last trials for witchcraft in dent dogmas of scientific materialism. These
Scotland presents a sufficient explanation of the possess at loast the merit of honesty ; and how
belief which some may entertain in the healing ever repulsive and unsatisfactory they may be to
•virtues of Spiritism. The same belief was the human heart, that cries, from the depth of its
cherished with equal reason in the efficacy of sin and sorrow, Who will show us any good?
clmrms which were worn on the body. A poor they do not delude their votaries with the mock
woman was charged with witchcraft, in as much ery of professed adherence to tho Bible. But
as she lent out to her neighbours for a small con this heterogeneous coui]>ound of silly superstition
sideration a charm said to be efficacious in curing aud crafty imposture, called Spiritualism, is an
sore eyes. The prisoner admitted tho charge, insult to the human understanding, a degrada
but justified her conduct, as she had received tion to tho moral nature, and a destructive snare
benefit from it in her own child, aud it would be to the soul.
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